
Identifying where an emoji is replacing textual 
content allows NLP tools the possibility of parsing 
emoji as any other word or phrase. Recognizing the 
import of non-content emoji can be a a significant 
part of understanding a message; in this, humans 
have a distinct advantage over computers.
Recent work (Miller et al., 2016) has explored the 
cross-platform ambiguity of emoji renderings; 
(Eisner et al., 2016) created word embeddings that 
performed competitively on emoji analogy tasks; 
(Ljubešic and Fišer, 2016) mapped global emoji 
distributions by frequency; (Barbieri et al., 2017) 
used LSTMs to predict them in context. (Solomon 
2017) recently looked at implicit syntax in 
directional emoji.
We feel that a lexical semantics of emoji 
characters is implied in these studies without being 
directly addressed. Words are not deployed 

randomly, and neither are emoji. Even when they 
replace a word, emoji are used for different 
purposes than words. We believe that work on emoji 
would be better informed if it made explicit 
accommodation of the varying communicative 
functions that emoji can serve in expressive text. 
The current project annotated emoji in tweets by 
linguistic and discursive function. A model trained 
on this corpus predicted the communicative purpose 
of emoji characters in novel contexts. 
We find that it is possible to train a classifier to tell 
the difference between emoji used as linguistic 
content words and those used as paralinguistic or 
affective multimodal markers, even with a small 
amount of training data; but that accurate sub-
classification of these multimodal emoji into 
specific classes like attitude, topic, or gesture will 
require more data and more feature engineering. 

Emoji serve different linguistic functions 
on different occasions

• Pipelines that ignore emoji, or bucket them as punctuation, ignore 
key aspects of computer-mediated communication
• Emoji analysis that looks only at frequency or distribution ignores 
the distinctive communicative potentials of non-textual characters

We pulled tweets from the public Twitter streaming 
API using the tweepy Python package. Tweets 
were automatically filtered to include only tweets 
with characters from the Emoji Unicode ranges and 
only tweets labeled as being in English. We 
excluded tweets with embedded images or links. 
Redundant/duplicate tweets were filtered by 
comparing tweet texts after removal of hashtags 
and @mentions; this left only a small number of 
mutant-clone duplicates. After that, tweets were 
hand-selected to get a wide variety of emojis and 
context in a small sample size — therefore, our 
corpus does not reflect a true distribution of emoji 

uses or context types. 
The analytical tasks of annotators were:
• Identifying each emoji in the tweet 
• Deciding whether multiple contiguous emoji 
should be considered separately or as a group 
• Choosing the best tag for the emoji (or sequence) 
• Providing a translation or interpretation for each 
tagged span. 

Collect tweets with tweepy; annotate 
tweets with linguistics students

Key intuition: content emoji 
are pronounceable, while 
non-content emoji must be 
described or performed. 
We attribute this to different 
motivations in using emoji. 
Annotators read tweets aloud 
to themselves in order to 
demonstrate the category of 
each use. 

Objective: Distinguish content tokens from multimodal uses

‘emo_class’ blocks:

emoticons = [😀-🙉]
dingbats = [✁-➿]
food = [🍅-🍿🌭-🌯]
sports = [🎽-🏓]
animals = [🐀- 🐿]
clothing = [👑-👢]
hearts = [💓- 💟]
office = [💺-📜🖥-🗝]
clock = [🕐-🕧]
weather = [☀-☍☔🌡-🌬]
hands = [☚-☟👆-👐 ]
plants = [🌰-🍄]
celebration = [🎀-🎗]
transport = [🚀-🛅🛋-🛐🛠-🛥🛫-🛬🛩🛰🛳]

Feature engineering
Context helps; Unicode blocks can be a proxy for semantics; POS tagging is a nice hint

An encouraging start
89 examples of content and functional uses of 
emoji are not enough to reliably model the 
behavior of these categories. More annotation 
may yield much richer models of the variety of 
purposes of emoji, and will help get a better 
handle on the range of emoji polysemy. 

Clustering of contexts based on observed 
features may induce more empirically valid 
subtypes than the ones defined by our 
specification. 

Emoji’s novel communicative functions 
must be attended to

• Some emoji senses may fall into ontological or onomasiological 
groupings of semantics
• Others clearly fall into the realm of pragmatics and its typologies
• Confusing them is likely a hindrance to insight
• “Emoji-sense disambiguation” could help
Anglophone Twitter users use emoji in their 
tweets for a wide range of purposes. Some 
emoji are clearly polysemous; few if any may 
be inherently monosemous. 
Every emoji linguist notes the fascinating range 
of pragmatic and multimodal effects that emoji 
can have in electronic communication. If these 
effects are to be given lexicographical 
treatment and categorization, they must also be 
organized into functional and pragmatic 
categories that are not part of the typical range 
of classes used to talk about either printed or 
spoken words. 
Emoji-sense disambiguation (ESD). ESD in the 
model of traditional WSD would seem to 

require an empirical inventory of emoji senses. 
Even our small sample has shown a number of 
characters that are used both as content words 
and as topical or gestural cues. 
There can be little question that individuals use 
emoji differently, and this will certainly 
confound the study of emoji semantics in the 
immediate term. The study of community 
dialects will be essential to emoji semantics, 
and there is certain also to be strong variation 
on the level of idiolect. The categorizations 
may need refinement, but the phenomenon is 
undeniably worthy of further study. 
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Gold-Standard Counts

We calculated agreement with Fleiss’s κ, which requires 
that annotators have annotated the same tokens. Rather 
than impute disagreement in the case of an incompletely-
annotated batch, we removed from our IAA-calculation 
counts any spans that were not marked by all annotators. 
There are many of these in the first dataset, and 
progressively fewer as the annotators gained facility. A 
total of 150 spans were excluded from Fleiss’s κ 
calculations for this reason.

Content words are easy to label; 
our multimodal subtypes are too 
subjective
Content words. Part-of-speech identification is a 
skill familiar to most of our annotators, so we were 
not surprised to see excellent levels of agreement 
among emoji tagged for part of speech. These 
content words, however, were a very small 
proportion of the data (51 out of 775 spans) which 
may be problematically small.
Multimodal. Agreement on multimodal sub-labels 
was much lower, and did not improve as annotation 
progressed. Multimodal emoji may be inherently 

ambiguous, and we need a labeling system that can 
account for this. A smiley face might be interpreted 
as a gesture (a smile), an attitude (joy), or a 
topic (for example, if the tweet is about what a 
good day the author is having) — and any of these 
would be a valid interpretation of a single tweet. A 
clearer typology of multimodal emojis, and, if 
possible, a more deterministic procedure for 
labeling emoji with these subtypes, may be one 
approach. 
Worst overall cross-label agreement scores were for 
Set 1, but all following datasets improved on that 
baseline after the annotation guidelines were 
refined. 

Pronounceable:
Emoji as function words
“I 🍩 like u”

Subtypes: prep, aux, conj, dt, punc
Emoji as content words:
“The 🔑 to success is 🍕”

Subtypes: noun, verb, adj, adv

Performative or topical: 
Emoji as affect, topic, or gesture
attitude: “Let my work disrespect me one more 
time... 🙃”
topic: “Mean girls 🎬” 
gesture: “Omg why is my mom screaming so 
early 🙄”  

Using our gold-standard dataset, we trained a CRF tagger 
to assign linguistic-function labels to emoji characters.
Due to the low agreement on the annotated sub-types of 
multimodal (mm) labels, and to the small number of cont
and func labels assigned, we narrowed the focus of our 
classification task: simply categorizing tokens correctly 
as either mm or cont/func. After one iteration, we saw 
that the low number of func tokens was preventing us 
from finding any func emoji, so we combined the cont
and func tokens into a single label of cont. Therefore our 
sequence tagger needed simply to decide whether a token 
was serving as a substitute for a textual word, or was a 
multimodal marker. 

Application: CRF-tagging the 
linguistic function of emoji tokens

• The token itself
• ‘emo?’ — whether the token contains emoji 

characters (emo), or is purely word characters 
(txt). 
• ‘POS’, a part-of-speech tag assigned by 

nltk.pos_tag
• ‘position’, a set of three positional features:
• an integer 0–9 indicating a token’s position 

in tenths of the way through the tweet;
• a three-class BEGIN/MID/END to indicate 

tokens at the beginning or end of a tweet 
(different from the 0–9 feature in that 
multiple tokens may get 0 or 9, but only one 
token will get BEGIN or END); 
• the number of characters in the token. 

• The ‘contexty’ feature is another set of three 
features, this time related to context: 
• A boolean TRUE if the previous token was a 

determiner, FALSE otherwise; 
• The previous and the next tokens’ POS tags, 

paired with the current ‘emo?’ value
• The token’s thematic Unicode blocks. The 

Unicode Consortium adds and lists emoji in 
semantically-related groups that tend to be 
contiguous within a range of codepoints. 
Blocks of characters with shared semantic 
attributes are matchable with a simple range 
regex. These provide a very inexpensive proxy 
to semantics, and the resulting ‘emo_class’ 
feature yielded a marked improvement in both 
precision and recall on content words (although 
the small number of cases in the test data make 
it hard to be sure of their true contribution). 

Inter-Annotator Agreement

Features extracted for training

Detail of three feature-extracted tweets
content:

function:

a multimodal menagerie:

Metrics on CRF tagging
(at least recognizing words is easy)
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